Languages of Brazil Day

Date: Wednesday 2nd of May, 9:15-11:30 and 13:00-15:10
Venue: Jens Chr. Skous Vej 4, Building 1481-239

Organised by:
Linguistics Program, Dept. of Linguistics, Cognitive Science and Semiotics
Brazilian Studies Program, Global Studies Dept.

Program

9.15 Coffee
9.30-9.50 Welcome and Introduction
Ana Paulla Braga Mattos, Aarhus Universitet
9.50-10.40 How Brazilian Portuguese emerged
Volker Noll, Universität Münster
10.40-11.30 Indigenous Languages in Brazil
Peter Bakker, Aarhus Universitet
11.30 Lunch break
13.00-13.50 Brazilian Portuguese: the political path to a ‘monolingual’ country
Fernanda Ziober, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam
13.50-14.40 The making of an online corpus-driven dictionary of Portuguese for university students: matters of design
Tanara Zingano Kuhn, Centre for General and Applied Linguistics Studies, University of Coimbra
14.40-15.10 Standardized and vernacular varieties in Brazil
Stine Poulsen, Aarhus Universitet

In case of questions please contact:
Ana Paulla Braga Mattos (mattos@cc.au.dk) – PhD Fellow at Linguistics, AU
Camila Dilli (camila.dilli@cas.au.dk) – Brazilian Lecturer in Aarhus, Global Studies, AU